Stochastic free vibration analyses of composite shallow doubly curved shells – A Kriging model approach
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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents the Kriging model approach for stochastic free vibration analysis of composite shallow doubly curved shells. The finite element formulation is carried out considering rotary inertia and transverse shear deformation based on Mindlin’s theory. The stochastic natural frequencies are expressed in terms of Kriging surrogate models. The influence of random variation of different input parameters on the output natural frequencies is addressed. The sampling size and computational cost is reduced by employing the present method compared to direct Monte Carlo simulation. The convergence studies and error analysis are carried out to ensure the accuracy of present approach. The stochastic mode shapes and frequency response function are also depicted for a typical laminate configuration. Statistical analysis is presented to illustrate the results using Kriging model and its performance.

1. Introduction

Composite materials are extensively employed in aerospace, marine, automotive, construction and many other industries due to its high specific stiffness and strength along with weight sensitivity and cost-effectiveness. Laminated composite materials are generally fabricated from unidirectional plies of given shape, geometry and material properties. Due to the inherent complexity, laminated composite shell is difficult to manufacture accurately according to its exact design specifications, resulting in undesirable uncertainties which in turn affect the vibration characteristics of components. It involves many sources of uncertainty associated with material properties variation and boundary conditions variability. In general, the fibre and matrix are fabricated with three basic steps namely tape, layup and curing. The properties of constituent material vary statistically due to lack of precision and accuracy to maintain the exact properties in each layer of the laminate. The misalignment of ply-orientation, intra-laminate voids, incomplete curing of resin, excess resin between plies, excess matrix voids and porosity resulting from machine, human and process inaccuracy are the common mode of uncertainties incurred during manufacturing process. Moreover the defects caused due to such variability can compromise the performance of composite components, which in turn lead to the use of more conservative designs that do not fully exploit the performance and environmental opportunities offered by composites. As a result, the free vibration responses of such laminated composite shells show the fluctuation from its mean value. In general, additional factor of safety is considered by the designer to account for such unpredictable frequency responses which may lead to result in either an unsafe or an ultraconservative design. Thus the structural stability is subjected to considerable element of risk. Such risk is involved as the variability in the estimated output (say natural frequency) resulting from the uncertainties in the values of random input material properties and fibre parameters in each layer of laminated composites. Uncertainties from a single input parameter may propagate and influence to another input parameters and the final system output may have a significant cascading effect due to accumulation of risk. This variability can result in significant deviations from the expected output. Therefore, it is essential to estimate the variability in natural frequencies together with the expected performance characteristic value (say mean deterministic natural frequency) to ensure the operational safety. Even though assessment of natural frequency of composite structures has gained wide spectrum of attention and applications, the treatment of uncertainties to quantify and analyse the same for composite shallow doubly curved shells has received little attention. Hence the present study is aimed to quantify the variability in first three natural frequencies of laminated composite shallow doubly curved shells using Kriging model approach.

The general broad categories of uncertainties are aleatoric (due to variability in the system parameters), epistemic (due to lack of knowledge of the system) and prejudicial (due to absence of variability characterization), respectively. In general, Monte Carlo
simulation (MCS) technique is employed to generate the output parameter (say natural frequency) considering large sample size. Although the uncertainty in material and geometric properties can be computed by the original MCS method, it is inefficient and incurs high computational cost. To mitigate this lacuna, present analysis employed the Kriging technique to map the uncertainties efficiently. Its purpose is to estimate response quantifies (say natural frequency) based on randomness considered in input parameters (ply orientation angle, elastic modulus, mass density, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio). The present approach is based on constructing surrogate model. Those surrogate models represent an estimate for the relation between the input parameters of the finite element model and response quantities of interest. The pioneering specific model and related algorithm is developed by using mathematical and statistical methods to obtain Kriging [1-3] solutions. Of late, the basis of design and analysis of experiments are also investigated [4,5]. Kriging model is found to be employed in geostatistics and optimization [2,6-9]. A Kriging based approach is studied for locating a sampling site in the assessment of air quality [10] while the correct Kriging variance is estimated by bootstrapping [11]. Further studies also extended for estimating recoverable reserves by ordinary multi-gaussian Kriging [12] and as probabilistic models in design [13]. Later on, the uncertainty quantification of dynamic adaptive sampling is studied based on Kriging surrogate models [14]. From the open literature, it is found that the Kriging criterion provides a rational means for creating experimental designs for surrogate modelling. Such modelling for uncertainty quantification in natural frequency of laminated composites using Kriging approach has not yet encountered. However, the dynamic stability of uncertain laminated beams subjected to substructural loads is studied by Goyal and Kapania [15] and subsequently numerous studies are carried out on free vibration of laminated composites [16-20]. Fang and Springer [21] studied on the design of composite laminates by a Monte Carlo method and several investigations are made on doubly curved shells [22-24]. Talha and Singh [25] investigated on buckling statistics of functionally graded plates with uncertain material properties in thermal environments while Hu and Peng [26] studied on maximization of fundamental frequency of axially compressed laminated curved panels with cutouts. The probabilistic approach is employed for design of composite wings including uncertainties [27] and a stochastic model is developed to predict the strength and crack path of composites [28]. The comprehensive review on reliability of composites [29], the probabilistic progressive failure model [30] and the static and dynamic analyses of laminated doubly-curved and degenerate shells and panel [31] are also investigated. In contrast, the probabilistic approaches for representation of interval uncertainty [32] and boundary discontinuous Fourier solution for plates and doubly curved panels using a higher order theory [33] are studied while stochastic analysis of composites is also investigated [34,35]. The response surface methods are employed addressing the parameters uncertainty for composite [36] and fuzzy parametric uncertainty [37] while the effect of ply level material uncertainty is investigated on composite elastic couplings in laminated plates [38].

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no literature available which deals with composite structural dynamics using Kriging model for uncertainty quantification of shallow doubly curved shells. To fill up this apparent void, the present analyses employed the finite-element approach to study the stochastic free vibration characteristics of graphite-epoxy composite cantilever shallow doubly curved shells by using Kriging surrogate model. In present analysis, selective representative samples are drawn using Latin hypercube sampling algorithm over the entire domain ensuring good prediction capability of the constructed surrogate model. The Kriging algorithm is developed to quantify uncertainties in natural frequencies of cantilever composite shallow doubly curved shells and its efficacy is compared with direct Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) technique. An eight nodded isoparametric quadratic element with five degrees of freedom at each node is considered in finite element formulation. The number of sample runs required to generate the stochastic free vibration responses is catastrophically reduced by using the present approach.

2. Governing equations

In present study, a composite cantilever shallow doubly curved shells with uniform thickness ‘t’ and principal radii of curvature $R_c$ and $R_p$ along x- and y-direction respectively is considered as furnished in Fig. 1. Based on the first-order shear deformation theory, the displacement field of the shells may be described as

$$u(x, y, z) = u_0(x, y) - z\theta_0(x, y)$$
$$v(x, y, z) = v_0(x, y) - z\theta_0(x, y)$$
$$w(x, y, z) = w_0(x, y)$$

(1)

where $u_0$, $v_0$, and $w_0$ are displacements of the reference plane and $\theta_0$ and $\theta_q$ are rotations of the cross section relative to x and y axes, respectively. Each of the thin fibre of laminae can be oriented at an arbitrary angle ‘$\phi$’ with reference to the x-axis. The constitutive equations [39] for the shell are given by

$$\{F\} = [D(\phi)]\{\varepsilon\}$$

(2)

where force resultant $\{F\} = (N_x, N_y, N_{xy}, M_x, M_y, M_{xy}, Q_x, Q_y)^T$

and strain $\{\varepsilon\} = (\varepsilon_x, \varepsilon_y, \varepsilon_{xy}, k_x, k_y, k_{xy}, \gamma_x, \gamma_y)^T$

The elements of elastic stiffness matrix $[D(\phi)]$ can be expressed as

$$[A_{ij}(\phi), B_{ij}(\phi), D_{ij}(\phi)] = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \int_{-b/2}^{b/2} \left[\{\mathcal{Q}(\phi)\}\{\mathcal{Q}(\phi)\}^T\right] 1, z, z^2] dz$$

$$i, j = 1, 2, 6$$

(4)

$$[S_{ij}(\phi)] = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \int_{-b/2}^{b/2} z_{ij} \{\mathcal{Q}(\phi)\}^T dz$$

(5)

where $\phi$ indicates the stochastic representation and $z_{ij}$ is the shear correction factor (=5/6) and $\{\mathcal{Q}\}$ are elements of the off-axis elastic constant matrix which is given by

$$[\mathcal{Q}]_{ij}^{\phi} = [T_1(\phi)]^{-1}[\mathcal{Q}]_{ij}^{\phi} [T_1(\phi)]^{-1}$$

for $i, j = 1, 2, 6$

$$[\mathcal{Q}]_{ij}^{\phi} = [T_2(\phi)]^{-1}[\mathcal{Q}]_{ij}^{\phi} [T_2(\phi)]^{-1}$$

for $i, j = 4, 5$

$$[T_1(\phi)] = \begin{bmatrix} m^2 & n^2 & 2mn \\ mn & m^2 - 2mn & 0 \\ -mn & mn & m^2 - n^2 \end{bmatrix}$$
$$[T_2(\phi)] = \begin{bmatrix} m & -n \\ n & m \end{bmatrix}$$

(6)
in which $m = \sin(\theta(\omega))$ and $n = \cos(\theta(\omega))$, wherein $\theta(\omega)$ is random fibre orientation angle.

\[
[Q_{ij}(\omega)]_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix} Q_{11} & Q_{12} & 0 \\
Q_{12} & Q_{12} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & Q_{66} \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{for } i, j = 1, 2, 6
\]

\[
[Q_{ij}(\omega)]_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix} Q_{44} & Q_{45} \\
Q_{45} & Q_{55} \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{for } i, j = 4, 5
\]

where

\[
Q_{11} = \frac{E_1}{1 - \nu_{12} \nu_{21}} \quad Q_{22} = \frac{E_2}{1 - \nu_{12} \nu_{21}} \quad \text{and} \quad Q_{12} = \frac{\nu_{12} E_2}{1 - \nu_{12} \nu_{21}}
\]

\[
Q_{66} = G_{12} \quad Q_{44} = G_{23} \quad \text{and} \quad Q_{55} = G_{13}
\]

The strain–displacement relations for shallow doubly curved shells can be expressed as

\[
\begin{bmatrix} \varepsilon_x \\
\varepsilon_y \\
\gamma_{xy} \\
\gamma_{xz} \\
\gamma_{yz} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} - \frac{k_x}{k_x} \\
\frac{\partial w}{\partial y} - \frac{k_y}{k_y} \\
\frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x \partial y} + \frac{k_{xy}}{k_{xy}} \\
\frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x \partial z} + \frac{k_{xz}}{k_{xz}} \\
\frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y \partial z} + \frac{k_{yz}}{k_{yz}} \end{bmatrix}
\]

and $\{\varepsilon\} = [B]\{\delta\}$

\[
\{\delta\} = \{u_1, v_1, w_1, \theta_{x1}, \theta_{y1}, \ldots, u_6, v_6, w_6, \theta_{x6}, \theta_{y6}\}^T
\]

where $R_y$ is the radius of curvature in $xy$-plane of shallow doubly curved shells and $k_x, k_y, k_{xy}, k_{xz}, k_{yz}$ are curvatures of the shell and $u, v, w$ are the displacements of the mid-plane along $x, y$ and $z$ axes, respectively. In case of doubly curved shallow shell elements are employed to model the middle-surface geometry more accurately. An eight noded isoparametric quadratic element with five degrees of freedom at each node (three translations and two rotations) is considered wherein the shape functions ($N_i$) are as follows

\[
N_i = (1 + \chi_i)(1 + \zeta_i)(1 + \xi_i) \quad (\text{for } i = 1, 2, 3, 4)
\]

\[
N_i = (1 - \chi^2)(1 + \zeta^2)/2 \quad (\text{for } i = 5, 7)
\]

\[
N_i = (1 - \zeta^2)(1 + \chi^2)/2 \quad (\text{for } i = 6, 8)
\]

where $\zeta$ and $\chi$ are the local natural coordinates of the element. The mass per unit area for doubly curved shell is expressed as

\[
P(\omega) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \int_{z_k}^{z_{k+1}} \rho(\omega) dz
\]

Mass matrix is expressed as

\[
[M(\omega)] = \int_{\Omega} [N][P(\omega)][N]^T d\Omega
\]

The stiffness matrix is given by

\[
[K(\omega)] = \int_{\Omega} [B(\omega)]^T [D(\omega)][B(\omega)] d\Omega d\chi
\]

The Hamilton's principle [41] is employed to study the dynamic nature of the composite structure. The principle used for the Lagrangian which is defined as

\[
L_f = T - U - W
\]

where $T$, $U$ and $W$ are total kinetic energy, total strain energy and total potential of the applied load, respectively. The Hamilton's principle applicable to non-conservative system is expressed as

\[
\delta H = \int_{\Omega} \delta T - \delta U - \delta W d\Omega = 0
\]

Hamilton's principle applied to dynamic analysis of elastic bodies states that among all admissible displacements which satisfy the specific boundary conditions, the actual solution makes the functional $\langle(T + V)\rangle dp$ stationary, where $T$ and $W$ are the kinetic energy and the work done by conservative and non-conservative forces, respectively. For free vibration analysis (i.e., $\delta W = 0$), the stationary value is actually a minimum. In case of a dynamic problem without damping the conservative forces are the elastic forces developed within a deformed body and the non-conservative forces are the external force functions. The energy functional for Hamilton's principle is the Lagrangian ($L_f$) which includes kinetic energy ($T$) in addition to potential strain energy ($U$) of an elastic body.

The expression for kinetic energy of an element is expressed as

\[
T = \frac{1}{2} \{\delta \varepsilon\}^T [K_e(\omega)] \{\delta \varepsilon\}
\]

The potential strain energy for an element of a plate can be expressed as

\[
U = U_1 + U_2 = \frac{1}{2} \{\delta \varepsilon\}^T [K_e(\omega)] \{\delta \varepsilon\} + \frac{1}{2} \{\delta \varepsilon\}^T [K_\text{c}(\omega)] \{\delta \varepsilon\}
\]
The Lagrange's equation of motion is given by

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial L}{\partial \dot{x}_i} \right) - \frac{\partial L}{\partial x_i} = \{F_i\}
\]  

(19)

where \( \{F_i\} \) is the applied external element force vector of an element and \( L_i \) is the Lagrangian function. Substituting \( L_i = T - U \), and the corresponding expressions for \( T \) and \( U \) in Lagrange's equation, the dynamic equilibrium equation for each element expressed as [42]

\[
[M(\dot{\omega})][\ddot{x}_i] + (K_e(\dot{\omega})) + [K_{sel}(\dot{\omega})][\ddot{x}_i] = \{F_i\}
\]

(20)

After assembling all the element matrices and the force vectors with respect to the common global degrees of freedom, the equation of motion of a free vibration system with \( n \) degrees of freedom can be expressed as

\[
[M(\ddot{\omega})][\ddot{x}] + [K(\ddot{\omega})][x] = \{F\}
\]

(21)

In the above equation, \( M(\ddot{\omega}) \in R^{n \times n} \) is the mass matrix, \([K(\ddot{\omega})]\) is the stiffness matrix wherein \([K(\ddot{\omega})] = [K_e(\dot{\omega})] + [K_{sel}(\dot{\omega})]\) in which \( K_e(\ddot{\omega}) \in R^{n \times n} \) is the elastic stiffness matrix, \( K_{sel}(\ddot{\omega}) \in R^{n \times n} \) is the geometric stiffness matrix (depends on initial stress distribution) while \([\delta]\) is a \( n \times 1 \) vector of generalized coordinates and \( \{F\} \in R^n \) is the force vector. The governing equations are derived based on Mindlin's theory incorporating rotary inertia, transverse shear deformation. For free vibration, the random natural frequencies \( (\omega_n(\dot{\omega})) \) are determined from the standard eigenvalue problem [40] which is represented below and is solved by the QR iteration algorithm,

\[
[A(\dot{\omega})][\ddot{\delta}] = \lambda(\dot{\omega})[\delta]
\]

(22)

where

\[
[A(\dot{\omega})] = ([K_e(\dot{\omega})] + [K_{sel}(\dot{\omega})])^{-1}[M(\dot{\omega})]
\]

\[
\lambda(\dot{\omega}) = \frac{1}{(\omega_n(\dot{\omega}))^2}
\]

(23)

It can be also shown that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors satisfy the orthogonality relationship that is

\[
\xi_i^T[M(\dot{\omega})]\xi_j = \delta_{ij} \quad \text{and} \quad \xi_i^T[K(\dot{\omega})]\xi_j = \omega_n^2\delta_{ij} \quad \text{where} \ i,j = 1,2 \ldots n
\]

(24)

Note that the Kronecker delta functions is given by \( \delta_{ij} = 1 \) for \( i = j \) and \( \delta_{ij} = 0 \) otherwise. The property of the eigenvectors in (24) is also known as the mass orthonormality relationship. This orthogonality property of the undamped modes is very powerful as it allows to transform a set of coupled differential equations to a set of independent equations. For convenience, the matrices are expressed as

\[
\Omega(\dot{\omega}) = \text{diag}(\omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_3 \ldots \omega_n) \in R^{n \times n}
\]

and \( X(\dot{\omega}) = [x_1, x_2 \ldots x_n] \in R^{n \times n} \)

(25)

where the eigenvalues are arranged such that \( \omega_1 < \omega_2, \omega_2 < \omega_3 \ldots \omega_k < \omega_{k+1} \). The matrix \( X \) is known as the undamped modal matrix. Using these matrix notations, the orthogonality relationships (24) can be rewritten as

\[
\xi_i^T[M(\dot{\omega})]\xi_j = \delta_{ij} \quad \text{and} \quad \xi_i^T[K(\dot{\omega})]\xi_j = \omega_n^2\delta_{ij} \quad \text{where} \ l,j = 1,2 \ldots n
\]

(26)

\[
X^T[M(\dot{\omega})]X = I \quad \text{and} \quad X^T[K(\dot{\omega})]X = \Omega^2
\]

(27)

where \( I \) is a \( (n \times n) \) identity matrix. We use the following coordinate transformation (as the modal transformation)

\[
\delta(\dot{\omega})(t) = Xy(t)
\]

(28)

Using the modal transformation in Eq. (28), pre-multiplying Eq. (21) by \( X^T \) and using the orthogonality relationships in (27), equation of motion of a damped system in the modal coordinates may be obtained as

\[
\ddot{y}(t) + X^T\Omega^2y(t) + \Omega^2y(t) = \ddot{f}(t)
\]

(29)

Clearly, unless \( X^T[C]X \) is a diagonal matrix, no advantage can be gained by employing modal analysis because the equations of motion will still be coupled. To solve this problem, it is common to assume proportional damping. With the proportional damping assumption, the damping matrix \([C]\) is simultaneously diagonalizable with \([M]\) and \([K]\). This implies that the damping matrix in the modal coordinate

\[
[C] = X^T[C]X
\]

(30)

where \([C]\) is a diagonal matrix. This matrix is also known as the modal damping matrix. The damping factors \( \zeta_j \) are defined from the diagonal elements of modal damping matrix as

\[
\zeta_j = 2\zeta_j\omega_j \quad \text{where} \ j = 1,2 \ldots n
\]

(31)

Such a damping model, introduced by Lord Rayleigh [43] is employed to analyse damped systems in the same manner as undamped systems since the equation of motion in the modal coordinates can be decoupled as

\[
\ddot{y}_j(t) + 2\zeta_j\omega_j\dot{y}_j(t) + \omega_j^2y_j(t) = \ddot{f}_j(t) \quad \text{where} \ j = 1,2 \ldots n
\]

(32)

The generalized proportional damping model expresses the damping matrix as a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices, that is

\[
[C(\dot{\omega})] = \varsigma_1[M(\dot{\omega})]f([M^{-1}(\dot{\omega})][K(\dot{\omega})])
\]

(33)

where \( \varsigma_1 = 0.005 \) is constant damping factor.

The transfer function matrix of the system can be obtained as

\[
H(\text{i}\omega)(\dot{\omega}) = X\left[-\omega^2I + 2\text{i}\omega\Omega + \Omega^2\right]^{-1}X^T
\]

\[
= \sum_{j=1}^{n} X_jX_j^T
\]

(34)

Using this, the dynamic response in the frequency domain with zero initial conditions can be conveniently represented as

\[
\tilde{\delta}(\text{i}\omega)(\dot{\omega}) = H(\text{i}\omega)f(\omega) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{X_jf(\omega)}{-\omega^2 + 2\text{i}\omega\zeta_j\omega_j + \omega_j^2}X_j
\]

(35)

Therefore, the dynamic response of proportionally damped system can be expressed as a linear combination of the undamped mode shapes.
3. Kriging surrogate model

In general, a surrogate is an approximation of the Input/Output (I/O) function that is implied by the underlying simulation model. Surrogate models are fitted to the I/O data produced by the experiment with the simulation model. This simulation model may be either deterministic or random (stochastic). The Kriging model initially developed in spatial statistics by Danie Gerhardus Krige and subsequently extended by Matheron [2] and Cressie [3]. Kriging is a Gaussian process based modelling method, which is compact and cost effective for computation. Kriging surrogate models are employed to fit the data those are obtained for larger experimental areas than the areas used in low order polynomial regression. Hence Kriging models are global rather than local wherein such models are used for prediction. In present study, Kriging model [6] for simulation of required output (say natural frequency) is expressed as,

\[ y(x) = y_0(x) + Z(x) \]  

where \( y(x) \) is the unknown function of interest, \( x \) is an \( m \) dimensional vector (\( m \) design variables), \( y_0(x) \) is the known approximation (usually polynomial) function and \( Z(x) \) represents is the realization of a stochastic process with mean zero, variance, and nonzero covariance. In the model, the local deviation at an unknown point \( (x) \) is expressed using stochastic processes. The sample points are interpolated with the Gaussian random function as the correlation function to estimate the trend of the stochastic processes. The \( y_0(x) \) term is similar to a polynomial response surface, providing global model of the design space [44] (see Fig. 2).

![Flowchart of stochastic natural frequency analysis using Kriging model.](image-url)
In present study, \( y_0(x) \) globally approximates the design space, \( Z(x) \) creates the localized deviations so that the Kriging model interpolates the \( p \)-sampled data points for composite shallow doubly curved shells; however, non-interpolative Kriging models can also be created to smooth noisy data [3]. The covariance matrix of \( Z(x) \) is given as

\[
\text{Cov}(Z(x'), Z(x')) = \sigma^2 R(x', x')
\]

where \( R \) is a \((p \times p)\) correlation matrix and \( R(x', x') \) is the correlation function between any two of the \( p \)-sampled data points \( x' \) and \( x'. \) \( \hat{R} \) is an \((p \times p)\) symmetric matrix with ones along the diagonal. The correlation function \( R(x', x') \) is specified by the user, and a variety of correlation functions exist. Using Gaussian correlation function

\[
R(x', x') = \exp \left[ -\sum_{k=1}^{n} \theta_k |x'_k - x'_k|^{2} \right]
\]

where \( n \) is the number of design variables, \( \theta_k \) is the unknown correlation parameters used to fit the model, and \( x'_k \) and \( x'_k \) are the \( k \)-th components of the sample points \( x' \) and \( x' \), respectively. The predicted estimates, \( \hat{y} \), of the response \( y(x) \) at random values of \( x \) are defined as Kriging predictor

\[
\hat{y}(x) = \hat{\beta} + r'(x)R^{-1}(y - \hat{\mu})
\]

where \( y \) is the column vector of length \( p \) that contains the sample values of the frequency responses and \( f \) is a column vector of length \( p \) that is filled with ones when \( y_0(x) \) is taken as constant. Now, \( r'(x) \) is the correlation vector of length \( p \) between the random \( x \) and the sample data points \( \{x^1, x^2, \ldots, x^q\} \)

\[
r'(x) = [R(x, x^1), R(x, x^2), \ldots, R(x, x^q)]^T
\]

\[
\hat{\beta} = (r' R^{-1})^{-1} r' R^{-1} y
\]

An estimate of the variance between underlying global model \( \hat{\beta} \) and \( y \) is estimated by

\[
\hat{\sigma}^2 = \frac{1}{p} [(y - f \hat{\beta})^T R^{-1} (y - f \hat{\beta})]
\]

Now the model fitting is accomplished by maximum likelihood (i.e., best guesses) for \( \theta_k \). The maximum likelihood estimates (i.e., "best guesses") for the \( \theta_k \) in Eq. (35) used to fit a Kriging model are obtained as

\[
\text{Max} \text{ } \Gamma(\theta_k) = -\frac{1}{2} [p \ln(\hat{\sigma}^2) + \ln |R|]
\]

where the variance \( \hat{\sigma}^2 \) and \( |R| \) are both functions of \( \theta_k \) is solved for positive values of \( \theta_k \) as optimization variables. After obtaining

**Table 1**
Non-dimensional fundamental natural frequencies \([\omega = c_0 a E \sqrt{l/(E R^2)}, \text{of three layered } [0/\theta/0] \text{ graphite–epoxy twisted plates, } L/b = 1, b/h = 20, \psi = 30^\circ\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ply-orientation angle, ( \theta ) (°)</th>
<th>Present FEM</th>
<th></th>
<th>Qatu and Leissa [47]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.8588</td>
<td>0.8618</td>
<td>0.8591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.6753</td>
<td>0.6790</td>
<td>0.6752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.4691</td>
<td>0.4732</td>
<td>0.4698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.3189</td>
<td>0.3234</td>
<td>0.3194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**
Convergence study for maximum mean square error (MMSE) and maximum error (in percentage) using Kriging model compared to original MCS with different sample sizes for combined variation of 28 nos. input parameters of graphite–epoxy angle-ply \((45^\circ)/-45^\circ/45^\circ\) composite cantilever spherical shells, considering \( E_1 = 138 \text{ GPa}, E_2 = 8.9 \text{ GPa}, G_{12} = G_{13} = 7.1 \text{ GPa}, G_{23} = 2.84 \text{ GPa}, t = 0.005 \text{ m}, \rho = 0.3 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Fundamental natural frequency</th>
<th>Second natural frequency</th>
<th>Third natural frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>0.0289</td>
<td>0.1968</td>
<td>0.2312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max error (%)</td>
<td>2.4804</td>
<td>7.6361</td>
<td>6.5505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>0.0178</td>
<td>0.1466</td>
<td>0.2320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max error (%)</td>
<td>1.6045</td>
<td>2.6552</td>
<td>3.0361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
<td>0.1460</td>
<td>0.2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max error (%)</td>
<td>1.2345</td>
<td>2.0287</td>
<td>1.8922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>575</td>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>0.1233</td>
<td>0.2262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max error (%)</td>
<td>1.1470</td>
<td>1.8461</td>
<td>1.7785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>0.1035</td>
<td>0.2071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max error (%)</td>
<td>1.1360</td>
<td>1.7208</td>
<td>1.7820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>0.0158</td>
<td>0.0986</td>
<td>0.1801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max error (%)</td>
<td>1.0530</td>
<td>1.7301</td>
<td>1.6121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>0.0966</td>
<td>0.1755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max error (%)</td>
<td>0.9965</td>
<td>1.8332</td>
<td>1.6475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**
Non-dimensional fundamental frequencies \([\omega = c_0 a E \sqrt{l/(E R^2)}, \text{of isotropic, corner point-supported spherical and hyperbolic paraboloidal shells considering } a/b = 1, a/a = 1, a/t = 100, aR = 0.5, \rho = 0.3\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(R_b/R_s)</th>
<th>Shell type</th>
<th>Present FEM</th>
<th>Leissa and Narita [48]</th>
<th>Chakravorty et al. [39]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Spherical</td>
<td>50.74</td>
<td>50.68</td>
<td>50.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Hyperbolic paraboloid</td>
<td>17.22</td>
<td>17.16</td>
<td>17.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kriging based surrogate, the random process $Z(x)$ provides the approximation error that can be used for improving the surrogate model. The maximum mean square error (MMSE) and maximum error (ME) are calculated as,

$$\text{MMSE} = \max \left\{ \frac{1}{K} \sum_{i=1}^{K} (\hat{y}_i - y_i)^2 \right\}$$

$$\text{ME} (\%) = \max \left\{ \frac{y_{i,\text{MCS}} - y_{i,\text{Kriging}}}{y_{i,\text{MCS}}} \right\}$$

where $y_i$ and $\hat{y}_i$ are the vector of the true values and the vector corresponding to $i$-th prediction, respectively.

4. Stochastic approach using Kriging model

The stochasticity in material properties of laminated composite shallow doubly curved shells, such as longitudinal elastic modulus, transverse elastic modulus, longitudinal shear modulus, transverse shear modulus, Poisson's ratio, mass density and geometric properties such as ply-orientation angle as input parameters are considered for natural frequency analysis of composite shallow doubly curved shells. In the present study, frequency domain feature (first three natural frequencies) is considered as output. It is assumed that the distribution of randomness of input parameters exists within a certain band of tolerance with their central deterministic mean values. Therefore the normal distribution considered is expressed as

$$f(x) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{x - \mu}{\sigma} \right)^2 \right)$$

where $\sigma^2$ is the variance of the random variable; $\mu$ is the mean of the random variable. The cases wherein the random variables considered in each layer of laminate are investigated for

(a) Variation of ply-orientation angle only: $\theta(0) = \{\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \ldots, \theta_l\}$

(b) Variation of longitudinal elastic modulus only: $E_1(0) = \{E_{11}, E_{12}, E_{13}, \ldots, E_{1l}\}$

(c) Variation of transverse elastic modulus only: $E_2(0) = \{E_{21}, E_{22}, E_{23}, \ldots, E_{2l}\}$

(d) Variation of longitudinal shear modulus only: $G_{12}(0) = \{G_{121}, G_{122}, G_{123}, \ldots, G_{12l}\}$

(e) Variation of transverse shear modulus only: $G_{23}(0) = \{G_{231}, G_{232}, G_{233}, \ldots, G_{23l}\}$

(f) Variation of Poisson's ratio only: $\nu(0) = \{\nu_1, \nu_2, \nu_3, \ldots, \nu_l\}$

(g) Variation of mass density only: $\rho(0) = \{\rho_1, \rho_2, \rho_3, \ldots, \rho_l\}$

Fig. 5. (a–c) Probability density function obtained by original MCS and Kriging model with respect to first three natural frequencies for individual variation of ply orientation angle $[\theta(0)]$ for composite elliptical paraboloid shells, considering sample size = 10,000, $R_x = R_y$, $R_{xy} = \alpha$, $E_1 = 138$ GPa, $E_2 = 8.9$ GPa, $G_{12} = G_{13} = 7.1$ GPa, $G_{23} = 2.84$ GPa, $\rho = 3202$ kg/m$^3$, $t = 0.005$ m, $\mu = 0.3$. 
Combined variation of ply orientation angle, elastic modulus (longitudinal and transverse), shear modulus (longitudinal and transverse), Poisson’s ratio and mass density.

\[ g\{h_0, \rho_0, G_{12}, G_{23}, E_1\} = \{\Phi_1, \cdots, \Phi_7\} \]

where \( h_0, E_1, G_{12}, G_{13}, G_{23}, \mu_0, \rho_0 \) are the ply orientation angle, elastic modulus along longitudinal and transverse direction, shear modulus along longitudinal direction, shear modulus along transverse direction, Poisson’s ratio and mass density, respectively and \( l' \) denotes the number of layer in the laminate. In present study, \( \pm 10^\circ \) for ply orientation angle with subsequent \( \pm 10\% \) tolerance for material properties from deterministic mean value are considered. Latin hypercube sampling [45] is employed for generating sample points to ensure the representation of all portions of the vector space. In Latin hypercube sampling, the interval of each dimension is divided into \( m \) non-overlapping intervals having equal probability considering a uniform distribution, so the intervals should have equal size. Moreover, the sample is chosen randomly from a uniform distribution a point in each interval in each dimension and the random pair is selected considering equal likely combinations for the point from each dimension (see Fig. 3).

5. Results and discussion

In the present study, four layered graphite–epoxy symmetric angle-ply and cross-ply laminated composite cantilever shallow doubly curved shells namely spherical \((R_x/R_y = 1)\), hyperbolic paraboloid \((R_x/R_y = \frac{1}{C0})\) and elliptical paraboloid \((R_x/R_y \neq 1)\) are considered. The length, width and thickness of the composite laminate considered in the present analysis are 1 m, 1 mm and 5 mm, respectively. Material properties of graphite–epoxy composite [46] considered with deterministic mean value as \( E_1 = 138.0 \text{ GPa}, E_2 = 8.96 \text{ GPa}, G_{12} = 7.1 \text{ GPa}, G_{13} = 7.1 \text{ GPa}, G_{23} = 2.84 \text{ GPa}, \mu = 0.3, \rho = 3202 \text{ kg/m}^3 \). A typical discretization of \((6 \times 6)\) mesh on plan area with 36 elements 133 nodes with natural coordinates of an isoparametric quadratic plate bending element are considered for the present FEM approach. For full scale MCS, number of original FE analysis is same as the sampling size. In general for complex composite structures, the performance function is not available as an explicit function of the random design variables. The random response in terms of natural frequencies of the composite structure can only be evaluated numerically at the end of a structural

[Fig. 6. (a–c) Probability density function obtained by original MCS and Kriging model with respect to first three natural frequencies for combined variation of ply orientation angle \( \{h_0\} \), mass density \( \{\rho_0\} \), longitudinal shear modulus \( G_{12} \), transverse shear modulus \( G_{23} \) and longitudinal elastic modulus \( E_1 \) and transverse elastic modulus \( E_2 \) for composite spherical shells, considering sample size = 10,000, \( E_1 = 138 \text{ GPa}, E_2 = 8.96 \text{ GPa}, G_{12} = G_{13} = 7.1 \text{ GPa}, G_{23} = 2.84 \text{ GPa}, \rho = 3202 \text{ kg/m}^3, t = 0.005 \text{ m}, \mu = 0.3.\)
### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Min Value</th>
<th>Max Value</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>69.76</td>
<td>85.06</td>
<td>73.94</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>27.79</td>
<td>105.54</td>
<td>53.94</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>47.94</td>
<td>113.17</td>
<td>78.96</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Min Value</th>
<th>Max Value</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>78.96</td>
<td>143.11</td>
<td>80.16</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>28.72</td>
<td>159.86</td>
<td>53.94</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>50.66</td>
<td>145.55</td>
<td>53.94</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The tables provide individual stochasticity of $[\theta(\phi), E_1(\phi), G_{12}(\phi), G_{23}(\phi), \mu(\phi), \rho(\phi)]$ for different composite shells.
non-dimensional fundamental frequencies of isotropic, corner point-supported spherical and hyperbolic paraboloid shells [39,48]. All these studies depict an excellent agreement and hence it demonstrates the capability of the computer codes developed and insures the accuracy of analyses. Fig. 4 depicts a representative plot describing the relationship between the original FE model and the constructed Kriging model for fundamental natural frequencies signifying the accuracy of the present Kriging model. A comparative study addressing the probability density functions (PDF) for both original MCS and Kriging model using sample size of 10,000 is carried out corresponding to first three natural frequencies with typical laminated shell configuration as furnished in Fig. 5 (individual variation of ply orientation angle) and Fig. 6 (combined random variation of parameters). The low scatterness of the points found around the diagonal line in Fig. 4 and the low deviation obtained between the probability distribution function estimations of original MCS and Kriging responses in Figs. 5 and 6 corroborate the fact that the present surrogate models are accurately formed. These two plots are checked for all other cases and are found in good agreement ensuring the efficiency and accuracy of the constructed Kriging models. While evaluating the statistics of responses through full scale MCS, computational time is exorbitantly high because it involves number of repeated FE analysis. However, in the present method, MCS is conducted in conjunction with Kriging model. Here, although the same sampling size as in direct MCS (with sample size of 10,000) is considered, the number of original FE analysis is much less compared to direct MCS and is equal to number of samples required to construct the Kriging surrogate model. Hence, the computational time and effort expressed in terms of FE calculation is reduced compared to full scale direct MCS. This provides an efficient affordable way for simulating the uncertainties in natural frequency.

5.1. Validation

The present computer code is validated with the results available in the open literature. Table 1 presents the non-dimensional fundamental frequencies of graphite–epoxy composite twisted plates with different ply-orientation angle [47]. Convergence studies are performed using mesh division of (4 × 4), (6 × 6), (8 × 8), (10 × 10) and (12 × 12) wherein (6 × 6) mesh is found to provide best results with the least difference compared to benchmarking results [47]. The differences between the results by Qatu and Leissa [47] and the present finite element approach can be attributed to consideration of transverse shear deformation and rotary inertia and also to the fact that Ritz method overestimates the structural stiffness of the composite plates. Hence, the lower mesh size (6 × 6) is employed in the present analysis due to computational efficiency. Another convergence study is carried out for selection of sample size with respect to maximum mean square error (MMSE) and maximum error (in percentage) using Kriging method compared to original MCS (10,000 samples) with respect to variation of only ply-orientation angle in each layer of graphite–epoxy angle-ply (45°–45°–45°) composite cantilevered spherical shells as furnished in Table 2. To optimize the computation time in conjunction with MMSE and ME, a sample size of 625 is chosen for combined variation of twenty (28) input parameters for the present study. In contrast, a sample size of 30 is chosen in the similar fashion for individual random variation with four (04) input parameters for the present study. Table 3 represents the agreement ensuring the efficiency and accuracy of the constructed Kriging models. While evaluating the statistics of responses through full scale MCS, computational time is exorbitantly high because it involves number of repeated FE analysis. However, in the present method, MCS is conducted in conjunction with Kriging model. Here, although the same sampling size as in direct MCS (with sample size of 10,000) is considered, the number of original FE analysis is much less compared to direct MCS and is equal to number of samples required to construct the Kriging surrogate model. Hence, the computational time and effort expressed in terms of FE calculation is reduced compared to full scale direct MCS. This provides an efficient affordable way for simulating the uncertainties in natural frequency.

5.2. Statistical analysis

The variation of material properties like elastic modulus (longitudinal and transverse) \([E_1(\omega), E_2(\omega)]\), shear modulus (longitudinal and transverse) \([G_{12}(\omega), G_{23}(\omega)]\), Poisson’s ratio \([\mu(\omega)]\) and mass density \([\rho(\omega)]\) considered in each layer of the composite shallow doubly curved shells are scaled randomly in the range having the lower and the upper limit as ± 10% variability with respective mean values while for ply orientation angle \([\theta(\omega)]\) the bound is considered as within ±1° fluctuation with respective

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shell type</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Angle-ply (45°–45°–45°)</th>
<th>Cross-ply (0°/90°/0°/90°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fundamental frequency</td>
<td>Second natural frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical (SP)</td>
<td>Min. value</td>
<td>67.81</td>
<td>81.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. value</td>
<td>86.15</td>
<td>101.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean value</td>
<td>75.98</td>
<td>89.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperbolic paraboloid (HP)</td>
<td>Min. value</td>
<td>26.46</td>
<td>100.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. value</td>
<td>30.53</td>
<td>117.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean value</td>
<td>28.16</td>
<td>107.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliptical paraboloid (EP)</td>
<td>Min. value</td>
<td>45.97</td>
<td>108.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. value</td>
<td>53.22</td>
<td>127.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean value</td>
<td>49.34</td>
<td>116.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mean values of each layer of laminates. The Kriging surrogate models are formed to generate first three natural frequencies for angle-ply and cross-ply composite shallow doubly curved shells. The natural frequencies of tested angle-ply \((45^\circ/-45^\circ/-45^\circ/45^\circ)\) laminate are found to be lower than that of the same for cross-ply \((0^\circ/90^\circ/90^\circ/0^\circ)\) laminate irrespective of geometry of the shells and stochasticity considered in random input parameters. Tables 4 and 5 represent the maximum values, minimum values and standard deviation using Kriging model for first three natural frequencies obtained due to individual stochasticity of ply-orientation angle \(\theta(\omega)\), elastic modulus (longitudinal and transverse) \([E_1(\omega), E_2(\omega)]\), shear modulus (longitudinal and transverse) \([G_{12}(\omega), G_{23}(\omega)]\), and Poisson’s ratio \([\nu(\omega)]\), mass density \([\rho(\omega)]\) in each layer due to randomness considered for angle-ply and cross-ply composite cantilever shells, respectively. In general, for both angle-ply and cross-ply laminates with respect to individual variation of input parameters, the maximum and minimum of mean value for fundamental natural frequency is observed for spherical shells and hyperbolic paraboloid shells, respectively while the same is found to be intermediate for elliptical paraboloid shells. In contrast, the maximum and minimum of mean value for second natural frequency is observed for elliptical paraboloid shells and spherical shells, respectively while the same is found to be intermediate for hyperbolic paraboloid shells. Interestingly, Fig. 7. [SD/Mean] of first three natural frequencies for individual variation of input parameters \([\theta(\omega)], [E_1(\omega)], [E_2(\omega)], [G_{12}(\omega)], [G_{23}(\omega)], [\mu(\omega)], [\rho(\omega)]\) and combined variation \([\theta(\omega), E_1(\omega), E_2(\omega), G_{12}(\omega), G_{23}(\omega), \mu(\omega), \rho(\omega)]\) for angle-ply \((45^\circ/-45^\circ/-45^\circ/45^\circ)\) and cross-ply \((0^\circ/90^\circ/90^\circ/0^\circ)\) composite shallow doubly curved shells (spherical, hyperbolic paraboloid and elliptical paraboloid), considering deterministic values as \(E_1 = 138\) GPa, \(E_2 = 8.9\) GPa, \(G_{12} = G_{13} = 7.1\) GPa, \(G_{23} = 2.84\) GPa, \(\rho = 3202\) kg/m\(^3\), \(t = 0.005\) m, \(\mu = 0.3\).
the maximum of mean value for third natural frequency is observed for hyperbolic paraboloid shells, trailed by elliptical paraboloid shells and the minimum mean value of third natural frequency is identified for spherical shells. Such variation in mean value of first three natural frequencies for three different types of shells can be attributed to the fact of predominance of geometric curvature effect which influences the elastic stiffness of the structure differently. Table 6 presents the maximum value, minimum value, mean value and standard deviation (SD) using Kriging model (625 samples) for first three natural frequencies obtained due to combined stochasticity \( h(\hat{\omega}) \), \( E_1(\hat{\omega}) \), \( E_2(\hat{\omega}) \), \( G_{12}(\hat{\omega}) \), \( G_{13}(\hat{\omega}) \), \( G_{23}(\hat{\omega}) \), \( l(\hat{\omega}) \), \( q(\hat{\omega}) \) for graphite–epoxy angle-ply \((45/90/0/90/45)\) and cross-ply \((0/90/0)\) composite shallow doubly curved shells which as expected shows the maximum volatility compared to individual random variation in input parameter. Fig. 7 presents the \( SD/\text{Mean} \) of first three natural frequencies for individual variation of input parameters and combined variation for angle-ply \((45/45)\) and cross-ply \((0/90/90/0)\) composite shallow doubly curved shells which as expected shows the maximum volatility compared to individual random variation in input parameter. Fig. 8 presents the probability density function with respect to first three natural frequencies with different combined variation for cross-ply \((0/90/90/0)\) composite hyperbolic paraboloid shallow doubly curved shells considering \( E_1 = 138 \text{ GPa}, E_2 = 8.9 \text{ GPa}, G_{12} = G_{13} = 7.1 \text{ GPa}, G_{23} = 2.84 \text{ GPa}, \rho = 3202 \text{ kg/m}^3, t = 0.005 \text{ m}, \mu = 0.3 \).
response function for combined variation \( h(\omega), E_1(\omega), E_2(\omega), G_{12}(\omega), G_{23}(\omega), \rho(\omega) \) of both angle-ply \((45^\circ/-45^\circ/-45^\circ/45^\circ)\) and cross-ply \((0^\circ/90^\circ/90^\circ/0^\circ)\) composite cantilever elliptical paraboloid shells are furnished in Fig. 10. For a small amount of variability in input parameters, higher frequency shows wider volatility in simulation bounds of FRF compared to the same at lower frequency ranges. This can be attributed to the fact that due to multiplier effect at higher frequencies, a wider volatility of frequency response function is occurred.

6. Conclusions

The present study describes the random variable approach for propagation of uncertainty in natural frequency of angle-ply and cross-ply composite cantilever shallow doubly curved shells using Kriging model. The number of finite element analysis is reduced compared to original Monte Carlo simulation. It is observed that Kriging model can handle the large number of input parameters. The surrogate model formed from a small set of samples is found to establish the accuracy and computational efficacy. The results obtained by employing Kriging models are found accurate with the results found by using direct Monte Carlo simulation. The ply-orientation angle and mass density are found to be most sensitive among the tested input parameters while transverse shear modulus is identified as the least sensitive for first three natural frequencies. In general, for both angle-ply and cross-ply laminates with respect to individual variation of input parameters, the maximum and minimum of mean value for fundamental natural frequency is observed for spherical shells and hyperbolic paraboloid shells, respectively while the same is found to be intermediate.
true for more complex systems. The future investigation will be carried out to interrogate whether the above conclusions hold true for more complex systems.
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